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The Seven Stages of Film Production:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Wild Enthusiasm
Total Confusion
Utter Despair
Search for the Guilty
Persecution of the Innocent
Promotion of the Incompetent
Distribution of T-Shirts

…Ancient Film Proverb…
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Part One
Total Confusion, Utter Despair
(2006)
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The Black Dog
(2006)
Depression stalks me like a snarling Doberman. I fend it off with my best abilities, but
at its housebroken best it’s still always snapping at my heels. Churchill was spot on to
coin it the black dog. These pills just give you a padded suit to wear but they don’t
stop the beast from clamping its jaws into you. They merely soften its bite as it goes
for your jugular.
‘It sounds like it’s your job that’s the problem,’ says my GP.
I can’t disagree, though the matter’s slightly more complex than that. I don’t
want to air my dirty laundry in public, so I merely nod my consent. I’m pushed for
time as it is. It’s not easy to take minutes out of work for these appointments, and it’s
frustrating that we have to go through this routine every week. A little trust might be
appreciated.
‘What is it you do again?’ she asks. ‘You’re a film producer or something?’
‘Sort of…’ I mumble non-committedly ‘…not quite a producer.’ I then add,
‘But I work in production.’ Something would be the better description.
The difference between a producer and me is vast, both in terms of financial
remuneration and the staggering distance to climb up the greasy pole to get there. And
then there’s the body count on your way up. It takes a certain steely disposition, to say
the least. What it actually is that a producer does is unclear to most people, even to
those that have been working in the industry around them for considerable time. I’ve
been swimming around the shallows of this pond for several years now and I’m still
no closer to discovering what many of them actually do on a day-to-day basis. I do
know the basics and the jargon at least. There are a number of different producers on
any given film, some of whom you won’t actually see throughout production, and
pinpointing what certain ones do is like trying to split the atom. In daylight, some are
money-people, others have acquired the rights to a book or an idea or real-life event,
or commissioned a screenplay. Then there are the generals of the military operation,
of which there is always one who’s title might be either Executive Producer, CoProducer or Line Producer; top of the pile there’s the Kingpin, pulling the strings and
calling all the shots. Then lurking in the shadows there’s the inexplicable others that
one can only assume have the negatives of the head honcho and the rent-boy. All that
you need to know is that it is not easy to get where they have.
It might be because of my registered address that the GP has made the
assumption that I’ve reached the lofty heights of producerdom at my young age,
though this is in fact not my correct address. I’ve been a little liberal with the truth
and registered at this practice for its proximity to my place of work rather than
because it’s my local. It’s nowhere near my home, but it’s pretty close to my brother’s
house, and though it’s a stretch from Pinewood it’s a damn sight closer than any
practices in Hoxton, where I’m living in a hand-me-down flat, also owned by my
younger brother. I’ve chosen to register here from his swanky Notting Hill shag-pad
however, as a quick trip into Notting Hill from the office can usually be disguised as a
work-related endeavour and maintained on a semi-regular basis, whereas a steadfast
and time-consuming mission to Hoxton cannot. And at present I’m having to do it
weekly as it seems my GP lacks the confidence to write me a sufficient prescription
that will encroach on my employers time less in case I might guzzle the lot at once
and do some permanent damage.
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Perhaps it’s my perceived age that has caused her inaccurate assumption as I
don’t look as young as I used to. I caught a glimpse of my reflection in the waitingroom mirror, and it’s not a pretty sight. My bloodshot eyes, stealthily camouflaged
amidst the industrial size bags beneath them, creeping crows feet to the side and
grooves in my forehead, give the impression that I’m galloping fast beyond my 28
years. In the last three years I’ve lost a stone or two and have gone from looking in
my mid-twenties to late-thirties. The GP, in contrast, can’t be any older than earlythirties, if that, and she is very attractive. She’s of a Mediterranean complexion with
jet-black hair, hazel eyes and a natural year-round tan. I can imagine her on morning
TV as a camera-friendly medical advisor or something. The clothes she wears are
usually pretty sharp and enhance her curvaceous figure. The accessory of the
stethoscope to her low-cut top gives a finishing touch bordering on the inappropriate.
The first time I walked in here my nerves did a quick somersault when I set eyes on
her, and for a second I thought I might have inadvertently stumbled onto the set of a
soap opera, or a porno. This admittedly softens the blow of the weekly appointments,
however inconvenient they are, but it does give me a certain reluctance to be fully
honest with her about everything, and may explain my aversion to being naturally
forthcoming about the wretched position I occupy in my world, or the fact that the
pills don’t seem to be doing much apart from slowing me down and dampening my
libido.
Another possibility is that she’s making the assumption from her own
standards; self-projection that if you can train to be a doctor at a relatively young age
you can learn to be a producer in roughly the same time. Young producers are
considerably more rare a species than young doctors, red squirrels or dodos even.
‘Are you still smoking?’
I apply my special mathematical formula for such occasions and reduce the
quantity by about two thirds.
‘About ten a day’
‘Drinking?’
‘Perhaps ten units a week.’
‘You shouldn’t really be drinking at all on this medication.’
‘Okay. No problem. I’ll stop.’
‘Any drug use?’
‘Not really… the occasional line at the weekend.’
‘You definitely shouldn’t be mixing narcotics, especially cocaine, with it.’
‘Yep. When I say the odd line at the weekend, I meant perhaps once a month,
if that.’
‘Hmm… I’d advise not at all, but if you do have to, make sure you don’t share
notes with people as you can catch Hepatitis.’
‘Okey dokey,’ I say, my mind running over all of the friends/colleagues/ not
enough lovers but complete and utter strangers in bars/work/toilets, I’ve shared a
rolled up note with.
‘And how are you feeling in general?’
‘Okay most of the time. Busy at work, which keeps me distracted, but
overtired because of it. I’m not sure if the pills really do that much, though as soon as
I had them in my hand the first time I did feel a little more at peace before I’d even
taken them. Perhaps it’s the placebo effect, I don’t know.’
‘Mm… perhaps, yes.’
‘I do worry that they slow me down a bit at work. I don’t feel as sharp as I
used to.’
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She just nods at this but doesn’t offer any comment. I think about bringing up
what’s really on my mind, but hold back a little longer.
‘Any other side effects?’ she asks. I’m still holding back.
‘Well…’ I add ‘… there is something else…’
She keeps looking at me expectantly with her lovely hazel eyes, and I’m
reluctant to mention that my libido’s not its swashbuckling usual self.
‘…, I’m struggling to get here every week for these appointments. My
schedule is really full-on at the moment…’
She nods.
‘…and I was wondering if you might be able to give me a prescription for a
month’s supply of the pills rather than a week?’
She looks at me for a moment, offering neither encouragement or
discouragement in her expression, though I imagine she’s sizing up through her poker
face whether I’ll just scoff the lot if I get my hands on that much at once. I continue.
‘…it’s just we’re really rushed off our feet at the studio at this stage of prep,
that I can’t afford the time to get here at the moment.’
‘I know we’ve discussed this before and you haven’t been keen, but have you
given any further thought to my suggestion of cognitive therapy? I think it could be
quite a lot more beneficial than simply drugging you up.’
I’m still not keen on the idea of cognitive therapy, and decline the suggestion
as politely as possible, nudging the conversation back in the direction of simply
drugging me up. I’m honest enough about my natural aversion to such radical
therapies, but reiterate my point about the lack of time at my disposal given my
workload at this hectic period.
‘Is it anything interesting that you’re working on at the moment?’ she
enquires.
Forgetting the restraints on my time, I explain that it is interesting but that I’m
not really allowed to talk about what I’m working on, due to the confidential nature of
the project. I then proceed to tell her the names of the stars, director, how much
they’re getting paid, plot spoilers and other poignantly confidential tit-bits from the
top-secret dossier of information, reassured by the doctor-patient confidentiality. She
does look suitably impressed as her eyes widen with each morsel of gossip I feed her.
That I’ve divulged large quantities of these official secrets to most of my nearest and
dearest, the substantial amount of various parties I’ve shared a rolled-up note with this
month, and anyone else who’ll listen, is quite incidental.
The GP deems that I’m not high-risk after all and scribbles me a prescription
for a month’s worth of Fluoxetine.
‘I think that you should really consider the cognitive therapy though. Take this
prescription for now and let’s talk more about the idea in a month’
I assure her that I will give the suggestion my utmost consideration, even
though every conscious part of me resists the idea like white blood cells fighting an
infection. On the wall is a mental-health poster stating ‘Don’t suffer in silence’. I
thank her and leave her room, make my way into the corridor and pass back through
the waiting room on my way out. The harsh lighting from the overhead strip light
exposes the other patients, warts and all, as they sit in deafening silence. I wonder
what they are suffering from as I step out into the street.
The weather, true to the pathetic fallacy, seems appropriate to my mood;
overcast and a little sombre. As I walk along Campden Hill Road to my car, a handme-up Polo from my younger brother, I consider that my small victory with the
prescription has a hidden cost. Inconvenient as the weekly appointments are, my GP
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is one of the few constants in my life not to cause me torment. I experience a sense of
regret that I won’t actually see her now for another month. I have several missed calls
from the office and a couple of voicemails. I snap back and remember not to forget
the ‘reason’ I’m in Notting Hill - to buy some unique American sweets from a
specialist supplier, unavailable anywhere else. I hope they haven’t sold out.
I wake up with a jolt just before five, a few minutes before my alarm goes off. I was
woken up again less than three hours ago by the idiot in Los Angeles, and struggled to
get back to sleep until just over an hour ago. C’est la vie. This time it was something
about booking a taxi in Los Angeles. Last night it was something about booking a
restaurant in Los Angeles. The night before that it was something about the shipment
of a coffee maker to or from Los Angeles. The night before that, I forget. I explained
politely, for the fourth night in a row, that it is two a.m. in London and that we are in
fact eight hours ahead of Los Angeles, not the other way round. No apology
necessary. None offered.
The idiot in Los Angeles is Archie’s US based assistant. Archie Slothorne is
the director of the film that currently owns the rights to my soul, Fighting Fish. Archie
is now here in London as we’re in the early stages of prep, whereas his US assistant
has stayed in LA, smeeingly for the sole purpose of waking me up an hour after I go
to bed and three hours before I’m due up again,. I can’t see much else that she does
other than disrupt the precious four hours sleep that I can claim to myself, but this
seems reason enough to keep her on the payroll. Many of the responsibilities and
traditional duties of the director’s assistant have crept, not unsubtly, into my
workload, though I am neither credited nor remunerated for it.
There are films that are a joy to work on: well-run productions that keepthe
crew happy. Clearly organised and structured, methodically thought out, a
collaboration of talented and creative people all pulling together, being lead from the
top by a passionate director and committed producers, striving to achieve an end
result that everyone involved can be proud of, and hopefully will be both a
commercial and critical success. A happy, well-organised production is of course by
no means a guarantee that the film will be either a commercial or critical success, but
it does at least make them pleasant to work on. Fighting Fish is not one of these films.
Fighting Fish is the polar opposite of one of these films. It’s only a month into the job
and it feels like I’ve been on it for a year. These pleasant films seem a distant
memory, a myth, a fantasy, an illusion; a kind of spurious Big Brother propaganda
creation to keep people like me toiling away in the dungeons and not bucking the
system. To think that I’ve another six months on this is unfathomable. It might as well
be ten years in Sing Sing; it feels that far out of sight. The trouble starts at the top and
then filters down, in this case from Archie and of course the film’s executive
producer, Don. Don Hershy.
I’m at the studio by six forty-five. As long as I leave Hoxton by five thirty the
journey won’t be too bad. Any later than that and I’ll be done for by the traffic. I pick
up and sign for the keys from security and then drive up Goldfinger Avenue to our
offices at the back of the lot. I work fast, for these quiet moments are seldom and
precious. I unlock all of the seventeen offices, production first - then by hierarchal
priority the rest - setting up the stations, getting the lighting right, removing old coffee
cups and water bottles, tidying up messy paperwork on desks, updating telephone lists
on the walls, inserting new ones into the in-trays. I switch on the copiers and fax
machine, park at my desk and flip open my laptop, taking a cursory glance at the
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emails that have arrived overnight. Amongst the emails are several essays from
Archie I’ve been copied in on. The relevant information will be hidden somewhere in
the text. It’s seven o five.
Seven fifteen and Archie’s email attachments and other paperwork are
printing. I’m in the kitchen checking supplies in the fridges as the kettle boils for my
cup of tea and the toaster crisps up two slices of bread. It pings but as my toast pops
up the first of the day, the location manager, walks into the kitchen so I butter the
toast and offer it, and my tea, to him. He thanks me and takes it. This repeats itself
several times with other crew until seven forty, and I expel the notion of having
breakfast and return to my station as other members of the office, the coordinator,
assistant coordinator, production manager, whom I feed and water, gradually file in
by eight a.m. when the phone starts ringing. I take messages. I go through Archie’s
emails and locate the information, which is like solving a Rubik’s Cube. I make the
necessary arrangements. I work through a pile of purchase orders, splitting, filing and
distributing. I order stationery. I take more messages.
Eight thirty a.m. and instinctively silence envelopes the office, bar the
whirring of the printers and the ringing of phones, as Archie arrives. Nobody makes
eye contact. It’s a funeral parlour atmosphere. There should be a special dial on the
wall to achieve this, a bit like a thermostat, which ramps up tension when he enters. I
make him a coffee and take him in his breakfast. He still doesn’t know me by name or
acknowledge my presence, other than clicking his fingers and stating, ‘Starbucks.’
Nine twenty I’m back from Starbucks, via the mailroom, and the pile of
paperwork on my desk has grown. The emails in my inbox have multiplied like
rabbits at a gang-bang. I check the time knowingly and then, like clockwork, the
phone rings:
‘Where the fuck’s my fucking driver?’
Don.
I explain with caution. The driver is where he always is, outside Don’s house,
where he has been since seven-thirty, like every other day. Don hangs up.
Don arrives at ten-thirty, rolls up his sleeves to do his work, and gets busy.
The tension barometer changes from funeral-parlour-setting to fire-and-brimstone. He
screams at the assistant coordinator for something that’s not her fault until she’s
reduced to tears. Don’s mission is complete and he retreats to his office like a fattened
goblin in its cave. There’s a heads of department meeting about the shooting schedule
at eleven so I’ve got a conference room set up for them to conduct it in. Necessary
paperwork, pads and pens, set in place for each attendee, with snacks, hot
refreshments, fizzy drinks and fruit. I take the lunch orders prior to this, as the
meeting will most likely go on until one p.m. Nobody wants their food from the same
establishment so I’ve got to place the orders at five separate outlets. I draw up a quick
plan on a map for efficiency of collection and place the orders.
Twelve forty-five I arrive back from my hunter gatherer stealth mission to
Uxbridge with bags full of delicacies; trophies from Pizza Express, Nandos, Ask,
Wagamama and Gourmet Burger Kitchen. I plate up the orders and offer up the
tributes just as the meeting ends and the heads of department pace to their desks like a
hungry pride of lions ready to devour the food that has magically appeared. The
paperwork on my desk is still rising. In-box ever expanding. I clear the conference
room, collecting up excess paperwork, shredding anything confidential, clearing the
food, binning the rubbish, and wiping the surfaces down. I return to the kitchen, fill
the kettle, and make a round of teas and coffees to deliver in time as I collect the
soiled plates and cutlery from lunch pride, then wash up.
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One forty-five. Don leaves the studio for some meetings in town (hookers?)
and a black cloud lifts. It’s back to the good old funeral-parlour-atmosphere setting in
the office, the dial adjusted back from the raging fires of hell. I’m feeling low-energy
so I down a can of coke, full fat, and then another, in quick succession. My sugar
levels rise and I’m back to the office at once. I scan through the ever-expanding black
hole of emails in the solar system that is my inbox, jotting down a list of priorities on
a pad to strike off when complete. No chance to make a dent on the steadily growing
pile of paperwork on my desk just yet.
Two-thirty and I’m booking couriers and arranging shipping and filling out the
customs paperwork. My office line rings. It’s Archie’s extension. I pick up and hear,
‘Starbucks.’ Perhaps I should change my name by deed pole.
Three fifteen and I’m back from Starbucks. There’s a new master script to
distribute, so I set both machines and run off a hundred copies. Then there’s a new
schedule to follow, and a new unit list, new quick reference list and some production
memos. I set them all to run at a hundred. Hundred miles-per-hour. Run, run, run.
Run, rabbit, run, rabbit, run, run, run. I’m in the headlights. The copiers clunk and
whirr and plod unhealthily and spit out the documents like chewed tobacco, just not
nearly fast enough. Slow and steady wins the race, like a couple of old tortoises. I
mustn’t forget to keep them topped up. As the machines cough and wheeze, the
paperwork on my desk keeps rising and rising as if it were time-lapsed footage of a
volcano.
Three forty-five and I’ve cleared the backlog of emails from my inbox as the
documents have been printing. I’m about to snatch the prize from the tortoises, but
people want tea and biscuits so this comes first. I get back to the tortoises and to my
horror they’ve decided to hibernate. One copier has jammed and the other’s out of
ink. Slow and steady, slow and steady. Wins every time. I clear the jam and replace
the toner and take what documents are complete as they continue their race.
Four forty-five and everything is printed. I’ve checked each script, counted the
pages, punched and bound them. I make up individual packs containing script,
schedule, unit list, quick-ref list and production memo. I label each pack and
distribute to those at the studio. I make another dash to the mailroom to get the post in
on time.
Five-thirty and America has woken up. Good Morning USA. It’s the second
big wave of calls and as I clumsily surf the tide, the growing reef of paperwork on my
desk expands, starting to spill over my desk. Post-it notes with stationery requests
begin to dot the surface of the exposed remains.
Six-thirty, Archie leaves. The tension atmosphere dial is notched down from
funeral parlour to working office. Phone calls from America persist.
Seven-thirty, the production office starts to clear a few bodies. I make the toast
I attempted for myself twelve hours earlier, conscious of circling vultures and ready
to defend it like a hungry, wounded animal. I attack the toast like a predator does its
prey, wolfing it down in three quick, ravenous mouthfuls and wash it down with a
three-gulp can of coke. Sated, my instincts turn to attacking the paperwork littering
my desk.
Nine p.m. the production manager departs the office. Nine-thirty the
coordinator heads home. Phone calls from America abate and I’ve worked through the
mountain of papers, clearing the backlog. All is in hand, filed and distributed, the
office tidy and planets aligned. I wash up excess crockery, switch off machines and
lock up the offices, but find a straggler burning the midnight oil. I wait, cursing
inwardly, until they leave and then lock their office, and then finally mine. As days
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here go, the routine is exactly the same, but this has been quite a good one. There
have been few firings, tears, breakdowns, attempted murders or suicides. As I turn the
latch I hear the phone ringing on the other side of the door.
I drop the keys back to security at ten-fifteen. Traffic is bad and I arrive back
in Hoxton just before midnight. On the journey back, without the cluster-fuck of work
to distract, my mind started to swim, the medication wearing off. I throw a frozen
pizza in the microwave and wash it down with a couple of Red Stripes, then fall into
bed just before one. My mind keeps swimming and I can’t get to sleep. But finally I
start to drift off…
The phone rings, dragging me up from the shallows of light sleep, just after
two: the idiot in Los Angeles. Clockwork. Something about product placement items
for Archie. I explain for the fifth night in a row that we are eight hours ahead in
London, not behind. I am not in the office. I am in bed. It is two in the morning and
that I get up in three hours. I will look into the matter in the morning, but please do
not call me on my mobile at this time ever again unless it is an emergency of life and
death proportions, and then I hang up before she has the chance to not apologise.
As I struggle to get back to sleep, mind racing, heart beating, anxious thoughts
circling, the Doberman starts to go for my jugular. The Prozac padding is wearing
dangerously thin as the snarling black dog persists. The month’s pill supply stares
longingly back at me from the bedside table, willing me on, daring me, the temptation
growing and growing and growing…
I take one, rather than the lot, and concede that perhaps I might follow
doctor’s orders and consider this cognitive therapy after all.
***
Session 1
Me:
So am I just supposed to start talking?
Them: You can talk about anything you like.
Me:
I don’t think I really go in for this kind of thing, no offence. I don’t know what it’s
supposed to achieve.
Them: Well, I’ll start with a few questions, just to find a little about you. What do you do for
a living?
Me:
I’m a production runner for a film company.
Them: What’s a runner?
Me:
A gopher
Them: ?
Me:
You know. A lackey, a stooge, a dogsbody. Gopher. “Go for this, gopher that.” They
say “jump” and I say “how high?”… that kind of thing.
Me:
Have you been doing it long?
Me:
About three years.
Them: Is that a long time to be a runner?
Me:
Let’s just say that I’m a very experienced runner.
Them: Always for the same company?
Me:
No, I’m freelance. Almost everybody is in this game.
Them: But you work for a specific company at the moment?
Me:
For the duration of the project, yes, but the company only exists for the duration of
the film. A limited company is set up by a ‘parent’ company, in this case the Studio in
America, and then all of the freelancers become employees of that company for as
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long as they’re needed. Then they’re sent a letter giving them a week’s notice and
then off they go onto something else. Or nothing at all.
How long have you been working for your current company?
Just over a month.
Are you finding it difficult?
Not really. The hours are pretty hellish though. The actual work is quite simple. It’s
just the volume and the urgency of everything. The individual tasks by themselves
take very little intelligence or ability. You could train a monkey to do most of the
tasks. The skill comes in juggling the amount of them that need to be done at the same
time, to tight deadlines, while you’re being screamed at from five different directions.
That would take a highly trained, hyper-intelligent, very specialised monkey, which is
where I come in.
How do you get on with your colleagues?
Fine enough. You have to in a freelance industry. If you don’t get along well enough,
your future chances of employment dry up very quickly. I keep getting work, so I
must be doing something right, I just don’t seem to be moving up so it can’t be right
enough. Or perhaps it’s too right.
How does that make you feel?
Pissed off.
How did you find yourself in this line of work?
Shear dumb luck, or misfortune, depending on how you look at things?
How do you look at things?
I don’t know anymore.
So you’re twenty-eight now and you’ve been doing this for around three years. What
did you do before this?
I worked for a construction firm in Moscow.
What did you do?
I was a sort of shadow executive to the managing director.
What did that entail?
A bit of this and a bit of that. You could say I was a glorified assistant.
And how long did you work there for?
Six months.
And why did you leave?
It ended.
Why did it end?
Why does anything end?
Let’s talk a little about your family background.
What do you want to know?
Do you have any brothers or sisters or are you an only child?
I’ve got a brother.
Younger or older?
He’s three years younger than me.
And are you close?
I suppose.
And is he in the same line of work as you?
No.
What does he do? Is it something that he can relate to what you do?
No. He’s a banker. Though he did have some experience in the fashion world at uni,
which has more in common than banking.
So he studied fashion at university?
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No. He was a model at university. He did philosophy, politics and economics at
Oxford. He earned a great deal from the modelling though before giving it up after
uni to become a banker.
Did you do something similar at University?
I studied fashion marketing at Leeds Metropolitan. I didn’t model. I don’t look like
James.
And how do your parents feel about what you do?
Don’t know.
Are they supportive?
…
What was your childhood like?
Fine.
Were you brought up in London?
Not really. I spent quite a lot of time in London, but more in Hampshire.
So your parents were separated?
Technically… no. But I was away at school.
In Hampshire?
No. I was at school in Oxfordshire. The family home was Hampshire, but we had a
flat in London too.
So you and your brother were at the same school?
No. He went to Eton. I didn’t get in, so went to Bloxham.
And are you close to your parents?
Isn’t that time?
Not yet, no. Does talking about your parents make you uncomfortable?
No.
So would you like to tell me a little about your parents?
I don’t see what any of this does.
What’s your relationship like with your father?
That’s time.
***
Performance
(2006)
What was once enthusiasm has been replaced by cold cynicism. My position in the
world is not as I predicted. Promotion seems to be beyond my grasp and I fear that I
have proved my father right again.
I consider my contemporaries. I’ve lost touch with many of my friends. There
seems to be a three strike and you’re out rule. The first invitation that you’re unable to
make is accepted gracefully, the second is accepted, the third resented and there is no
fourth. You just discover one day there’s a party happening and you’re not on the list.
It’s usually the one that you would have finally been able to attend. My group of
friends that I see seems to have dwindled down to one: Ferg. He is now a cityboy,
working as a stockbroker or trader or something for Goldman Sachs. Family
connections got him the job. His father just pitched up one day, told him to put aside
his errant schemes and sent him to the workhouse in the square mile. As far as I’m
aware he didn’t even have an interview. Apparently he’s doing quite well. I don’t see
a lot of him, but he hasn’t cut me off at least. Mikhail is still based in Moscow and his
construction firm is skyrocketing. He’s listed in the Forbes register of ‘Top 30
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Oligarchs under 30’. He hasn’t cut me off either, but I can’t exactly hang out with him
much. I often think that I was too hasty in leaving Moscow when I did and I hear my
father’s voice saying ‘you’ve made your bloody bed- lie in it’. There seems to have
been transference of power from my father to my younger brother James, in his ivory
tower at J.P. Morgan.
I haven’t spoken to my mother much of late. She’s happy enough in her love
nest. My new parents are Archie & Don; a neurotic, greedy egomaniac and a
tyrannical sociopath. They are my world now: my north, my east, my south and west.
This alone is a very good reason to put my head in an oven. This is the worst film I’ve
ever worked on by far. It’s my fifth as a production runner. I started my ‘career’ as a
floor runner in the assistant directors department and did several films in that capacity
before transferring to production. It seemed like a step up at the time, but in reality it
was just a side step.
Don’s arrived early this morning at nine-thirty. He keeps pacing into the
office as if he’s something to say, but then just circles around purposelessly like a
tormented bear chained to a stake, the threat of violence lurking just beneath the
surface, waiting to strike out at anything that comes within distance. Eyes stay firmly
on laptop screens and in paperwork, the way people avoid making eye contact with an
obvious psycho in a bar, as it seems Don is on the hunt for blood and is just waiting
for someone to give him that reason to lash out. He likes to think of himself as tough,
no-nonsense guy who can keep crew in line, but he’s just a fat little bully who’s
terrified of flying. He’s supposed to be boarding a plane to Rome this afternoon with
Archie to look at the Italy locations. It’s a dangerous time to be around him. I’m
scratching tasks off the list in my notepad and doing my best to ignore his menacing
presence. I need to fetch the mail, but fear movement will gain his attention, thus
triggering his wrath. I’m watching him from the corner of my eye as he choses his
victim. I can hear his breathing, on the scent of his prey. Now is not the time to be
thinking of promotion. Staying alive is the agenda.
I should draw up a list of his potential game from the ranks of the jungle:
The line producer
The production manager
The production coordinator
The assistant production coordinator
The production secretary
The production assistant
Me
He usually prefers his victims from the lower end of the food chain, they must
taste better, but nobody is safe today. Even the line producer is distractedly shuffling
through the schedule, fearful of meeting his gaze. The production manager is doing
the same with the budget. The coordinator and assistant coordinator’s eyes remain
firmly clamped to their screens. I ponder the reasons for staying in this shit job. The
fact remains that despite all evidence to the contrary there are many people who
perceive this as glamorous, or a bit of a lark. Not real work. They imagine it’s loafing
around all day quaffing champagne with Hollywood A-listers. If I were to take a long
walk off a short plank there would be countless others willing me on to replace me in
a heartbeat. In fact, most would be queuing up to give me a shove. A fair few would
be more than happy to forget the plank and simply slit my throat, open me up, dance
on my entrails and worship the sky, caked in my blood as they howl at the moon, for
the chance to replace me. And that’s the more reasonable ones. This just about stops
me from handing in my notice. I think about my father. He’s drilled a work ethic into
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me, perhaps too little, too late, and I’m possibly working for negative reasons, but I
desperately want to prove him wrong.
Don strikes, but fate has spared me and I am not to be today’s sacrificial lamb.
It’s the production secretary. As he verbally rips her to shreds, banging his chest,
something about the weather being wrong, I make my escape to do the mail run.
As I’m collecting the post from the Fighting Fish slot in the mailroom, I’m
standing next to a girl doing the same thing from another production; the slot says
Chucky Does Dallas. I’ve not seen her before. I definitely would have remembered.
I’m a little careless with what I’m doing as I smile at her and some of the envelopes in
my care tumble onto her pile. She hands them back to me.
I smile again at her and say ‘Thanks’.
She nods back at me in brief acknowledgement as she’s rifling through the
envelopes, but doesn’t say anything else.
‘What production are you with?’ I ask.
‘Chucky Does Dallas’ she says quite coolly as she nods to the label on her
slot.
‘Production runner?’
‘FT2 trainee’ she says, work experience, and I’m pleased as it means that she
is one of the few people in the studio who don’t actually outrank me. And she’s
stunning. I don’t want to end it here.
‘I’m Barnaby’
‘Lotty’
‘I’m on Fighting Fish’
‘Right. I can see’ nodding again the label on the envelope she handed to me.
‘Production runner’
‘Thought as much’
‘Been on it long?’
‘Nope. Anyway, see you.’
We leave the mailroom at the same time and are heading in a similar direction
up the lot. I’m not in love with her yet, but I’m pretty certain if I talk to her for
another thirty seconds or so then I will be. Something’s being filmed by the car park,
and we’re beckoned to stop by a runner while the camera’s rolling, so I strike up
another conversation while we have to wait. The runner that’s keeping us waiting is
shooting me death glares and putting his finger to his pursed lips in a gesture to
‘shush’ and though I can empathise greatly at his frustration, I couldn’t give a shit.
I’m talking to Lotty. The camera rolls on for about thirty seconds longer as he glares
at me until they cut, and the relieved runner waves us through. By this time I am now
quite confident that I’m firmly in love with her. As we part directions I say:
‘Lotty’
She looks back at me.
‘Do you want to grab a drink sometime after work?’
‘Sorry. I’ve got a boyfriend’ is her reply.
I consider this for a split-second and say
‘So is Tuesday good with you, or perhaps Wednesday?’
She looks momentarily puzzled and then says
‘Can’t do. I’ll be fucking my boyfriend then.’ and turns and leaves. I
experience the thunderbolt.
When I return to the office, needless to say, the Italy expedition has been
cancelled and the secretary is close to tears. The line producer is comforting her. Don
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looks contented with himself, no longer a violent and deranged ape; more a fat child
that’s gorged the biscuit tin.
***
Session 2
Them: I’d like to touch upon some of the things we discussed in our session last week. There
were a number of things I picked up upon, which I’d like to explore with you further,
if you’ll open up a little and are prepared to talk about them. I understand some things
may be difficult for you to discuss openly, but I can assure you that everything you
speak about here is in the strictest of confidence, and the path to progress lies in you
being able to confront these issues. You reacted with unease when we broached the
subject of your family, particularly your parents. Perhaps we could touch upon this
today.
Me:
It’s complicated. I’m not sure what talking about it will achieve… but if we have to…
I wouldn’t say that we were a tight-nit family. James and I were away at separate
boarding schools, and my father was a workaholic. He and I never particularly saw
eye to eye when I was growing up and I wouldn’t say we were ever close. I always
felt like a disappointment to him, and I suppose I still do. James had more in common
with him than I did. I wouldn’t say my mother and father were particularly close
either. My father spent most of his time in London working, while my mother was in
Hampshire. Often when my father would come back from London, my mother would
head to London or the cottage in Norfolk. Come to think of it, I can’t remember when
the four of us were under the same roof. The last time that my mother, father & I were
was back in September 2002. Oh yeah, the last time the four of us were in the same
place was my brother’s twenty-first back in 2002. Christmases were about the only
other times that we all spent together as a family. Christmases were always good.
I’d graduated from uni back in 2000, and my father was exasperated with me
that I still hadn’t settled into a proper career by 2002. I’d taken off after uni and went
travelling for about 18 months, and came back home in 2002 for my brother’s 21st
birthday. He was still at Oxford then, but had amassed enough money from his
modelling to buy a flat in Hoxton and get on the property ladder. I didn’t hear the end
of it from my father, and around this time I started to think seriously about what I was
going to do. I hadn’t got a clue. It was another big disappointment to my father. He’d
been disappointed that I hadn’t got into Eton. He was disappointed when I didn’t get
into Oxford. He’d wanted me to study law like him, and that was just another
disappointment, but I guess he was used to me disappointing him by then. I was
interested in doing something in the media, and my father’s closest friend, John
Nichols, is a media man so I’d started to get in touch with him for his connections and
advice, but mainly nepotism.
Them: And how does your father feel now about your choice of career?
Me:
I don’t think he feels anything at all about it. He died in January 2003.
Them: I’m very sorry.
Me:
I remember when I found out. I was staying at the flat in Eaton Square. My mother
was in Norfolk and my father was in Hampshire for the weekend. I’d arranged to
meet my friend Ferg for Sunday lunch and as I passed through Sloane Square on my
way to The Pig’s Ear, I picked up a newspaper: on the front page, headlines that
Maurice Gibb from the Bee Gees had died. I remember thinking my mother, an avid
fan, would be upset. I remember fishing my phone out of the pocket, and having
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forgotten to take it off silent seeing a heap of missed calls from her. I called her back
and when she answered all I could make out were barely-comprehensible sobs
through a Niagara Falls of tears:
‘Mwurghhh. Mwarghharful… Schh, sch… mmh jst mwhawful mmmwurgh’.
I remember thinking the reaction was over the top.
‘Mmmwhha… Mwhere have you been?! Mwhaare!!! Mmmwearghh!’
I think I said something about not having paid for tickets.
‘Mmwhaurghhh!! I’ve been trying to reach you all morning… Mwurghh...’
I remember thinking she must have already been at the gin.
‘Mmm… schn… shn, There was no answer at the flat, and on your mobile…
Scghnn… Where are you?’
I remember lying about where I’d been.
‘It’s awful. Schn. Schn.. Just awful. I need you to be strong. Are you sitting
down?’
I remember saying something like I knew it was sad but their videos would live on
forever on VH1.
‘Mwergh… Mweurghhh’
I remember saying that everything would be fine.
‘Barnaby, darling. Schn… You don’t understand… Schn schn. You need to
come home’.
It was only a Bee Gee, after all.
‘Schhnnnnn… Your father’s been found…’
I said dad wasn’t missing.
‘Mwergh… Mweurghhh’
Then I said what did she mean been found?
‘… in the lake. Mweurghh…’
The penny dropped that she wasn’t mourning the dead Bee Gee.
‘… he’s DEAD. Mweughh mmmeu hu hu mwearghh…’
From there on I only remember the words ‘drowned’, ‘fishing’, ‘accident’ & ‘tragic’
It was a tragic fishing accident.
Them: That must have been a very traumatic experience for you.
Me:
No shit. Is that time?
Them: Not yet no. If you’re able to go on, it would be beneficial. I understand that this must
be difficulty for you to talk about. What’s your last memory of things between you
and your father?
Me:
I don’t know; probably a conversation about work or money or making your mark in
the world. I can’t remember if it was the very last we spoke about, and we’d had the
same conversation a dozen times, but it’s left a lasting impression.
‘Had a productive day, Barnaby?’ asked my father.
‘Yes. Very, thanks Dad.’ I exaggerated.
‘Any progress on the job front?’
‘A bit.’ I lied.
‘That’s the thing. You’ve got to strike while the iron is hot. Just because
you’ve got a degree, you can’t think that the world owes you a job. You owe the
world a job and it’s up to you to go out there and prove it.’
‘That’s right, Dad.’
‘No one ever gave me anything. I went out and did it myself.’
‘Uhuh.’
While I knew this was true, I also knew that he inherited a fair amount.
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‘I came up the hard way. I’ve given you one hell of an advantage; a bloody
good education’
‘That’s right dad’
He also managed to slip in
‘Would have been even better if you’d passed your damned common entrance
to Eton, but that’s all much of a much’.
Still harping on about it over 11 years later…
‘You’re on your own now.’
‘Yes Dad.’
‘And don’t think that I’m a golden goose. I don’t believe in inheriting money,
and I’m not shitting out golden eggs for you forever. You and James are going to have
to make your own fortunes because I’m leaving mine to charity.’
I remember the phone then ringing and my father answering in a brusque manner:
‘No. I’m not interested. I don’t believe in charity. I pay my taxes and that’s
enough. I don’t know how you got this number but don’t call here again.’
He slammed down the receiver and continued his little tirade, muttering something
about ‘bloody Oxfam’.
That’s it.
Them: And why does this stand out above other things?
Me:
Well I suppose, amongst other things, he lived up to his word.
Them: What do you mean by that?
Me:
I remember my brother coming up to me at the wake after the funeral and saying
‘Have you got a drink?’ He led me into the study, where my mother was collapsed in
a chair in floods of tears, surrounded by a small army of suits: the bank manager, a
couple of accountants, a lawyer and the financial advisor, clutching various
documents and paperwork like an awkward flock of sheep.
‘What’s happening? Mum, are you ok?’
She was weeping in guttural sounds, sobbing something like… ‘irresponsible’. The
financial team stood tugging at their collars and gripping their folders like security
blankets. She howled something like ‘BUT WHERE IS IT?!’
‘What the hell’s going on?’ I demanded.
‘Barnaby. James. Take a seat’, said the lawyer
‘But it doesn’t make sense’ wailed my mother
‘We’ve been through it with a fine comb’ spoke the accountant ‘but it’s been
hidden so effectively, and no-one is aware of the account numbers. Did David not say
anything to you or leave any kind of clue?’
‘Can someone please tell me what all of this about?!’ I demanded. My mother
sobbed as James comforted her.
‘Barnaby’, the lawyer explained carefully, ‘there’s some problems with your
father’s will. Well, not the will exactly. The terms of the will are clear that half of
your father’s estate be left to your mother, and the other half to be divided between
James and yourself…’
‘Right…’ I answered, not seeing where this was going’.
‘… which is all perfectly normal, but…’
‘But?’
‘… no one knows where any of your father’s money is. It’s missing.’
My mother let out another awful, gut-wrenching wail.
‘What do you mean missing?’
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‘Well, hidden. It appears that your father, before he passed away, went to quite
elaborate lengths to hide his money. He’s transferred it through a labyrinth of offshore
accounts, which has left it almost impossible to detect. It doesn’t make sense’
‘We’ve been searching for it for weeks’ added the accountant ‘but the last
trace was in an account in a tin-pot republic, which no one has the account numbers
for. It’s like trying to find a needle in a haystack.’
‘Did your father mention any of this to any of you?’ asked the bank manager.
‘Did he leave any clue or hint?
‘Wouldn’t he leave that information with you?’
I remember the bank manager shuffling nervously, but offering no reply.
‘But why would he do that?’ I asked
‘Tax reasons, usually’ answered the accountant, ‘but the usual procedure is to
leave the details with a lawyer, accountant or sometimes trusted loved one, …’
‘But there’s not a clue between all of us’ added the lawyer. ‘It’s just
disappeared. It appears the only person who knew the whereabouts or account
numbers was your father’.
‘He’d liquidated everything. Stocks, shares, the lot, and transferred
everything’ said the accountant. ‘Just over 12 million pounds in total. Gone. Zip.
Until we can locate the account numbers and whereabouts’.
‘I don’t understand…’
‘And unfortunately he built up huge debts using the properties as collateral’
added the bank manager, ‘not the cottage in Norfolk, thankfully, as that’s in your
mother’s name, but the Eaton Square flat and this house. And the debts were due to be
settled quite some time ago. If we could access the account with all the capital, the
properties would not be at risk, but…’
‘Why? Why? The mortgages were paid off… Why be so… irresponsible?’
sobbed my mother. ‘We’re going to lose everything’.
‘It’s not entirely clear. The circumstances are very… unfamiliar’.
‘But, but, but… What are you saying?’ I asked again
‘Everything’s gone Barnaby.’ Said James.
‘Gone?’
‘I’m deeply, deeply sorry, Susan. Barnaby. James’ said the bank manager
gravely.
My mother sobbed, clinging to my brother. The chorus line of the financial team
added their condolences, and looked at the floor, the ceiling, books on the shelves;
anywhere but making eye contact. My father had often threatened to disinherit us, but
I’d never thought he had meant it up to then. Not that brutally, at least.
Them: How did that make you feel?
Me:
He was a man of his word. That’s time, right?
***
	
  
	
  

Complete novel now locked away in a drawer until I find
representation* (and then a publisher…).
*May be a little while as I am focusing on completing my next novel before I go
down the submission/rejection route…
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